2000 7.3 turbo upgrade

Online Payment Processing. Eliminates the factory EBPV which is known to hinder flow and
performance. This high flow exhaust adapter reduces exhaust gas temperatures significantly.
Lowers EG It features everything you need for a smooth, easy installation. Get increased fuel
economy, performance and reliability Aurora Turbocharger System - Ford 7. The 58mm inducer
on the turbo is a very nimble and highly r Aurora Turbo System - Ford 6. Aurora Turbo Kit - Ford
7. This kit maintains the use of your fact The factory turbo charger That's what you get with the
BatMoWheel Powerstroke 6. That's what you get with the BatMoWheel Powerstroke 7. Fully
installed into the turbo and ready to run! Keeps the wastegate valve closed longer for more
bottom end responsePrevents waste gate "creep"High temperature resistant Nomex
diaphragmHeavier springTurnbuckle for easy and precise boost pressure settingsBillet or Cast
replacement compressor wheel Borg Warner S BD designed thrust collar and back plateBD
designed sintered brass degree 6-pad thrust bearingReduced heat build-up and increased
bearing durabilityBallistic Billet compressor wheelBD's Heavy Duty Waste GateReduced
exhaust temperatures and smoke This kit is ideal for those who have a turbo already, or plan on
buying at a different time or from a different company This kit boasts a simple billet pedestal,
Hand Crafted Up pipes, and the turbo of your choice! For Inquiries regarding proper turbo
sizing, feel free to call This is not a "cheap replacement", but rather a comprehensive drop in
turbo system that will do away DescriptionThe Sinister Diesel Pitbull Series 2 Turbocharger is a
drop in replacement that gives a great performance improvement, even with stock injectors. It
outperforms the Powermax turbochargers and is tow-friendly. With a 12 month, 24, mile w With
a larger compressor wheel than your stock turbo, you can increase your maximum power range
and get DescriptionThe Sinister Diesel Powermax Series 1 Turbo uses a larger compressor
wheel to deliver quick turbo spool, mid and top-end horsepower, and crisp throttle response in
convenient bolt-on package. In addition, this turbo features Garrett Advanc DescriptionThe
Sinister Diesel Powermax Series 2 Turbo uses a larger compressor wheel to deliver quick turbo
spool, mid and top-end horsepower, and crisp throttle response in convenient bolt-on package.
The Series 2 Turbo specifically includes a Bill DescriptionIntroducing the new 6. Special Note:
This turbo has a standard right hand thread - meaning you turn the compressor wheel to the left
to loosen. No need to torque the Wicked Wheel on. Simply snug the Wicked Wheel until it fully
seats. It will self-tighten to full torque. Special Note: This turbo has a reverse thread - meaning
you turn the compressor wheel to the Simply snug the Wicked Wheel until it ful Increased
boostThis does not fit the chassis-cab trucks. Increased boostThis does not fit the chassis-cab
trucks Greatly improves throttle responseIncreased HorsepowerLower EGTsModerate
installation - no modifications needed - approximate install time hours. Increased boostSpecial
Note: This tu Filter Results. One of the most misunderstood technical aspects of high
performance Powerstroke tuning is choosing the right single or twin turbo kit. With enough fuel
going in, you can quickly hit the point where the stock turbocharger no longer offers a
performance benefit. And in the worst cases, pushing your turbo too hard can cause
catastrophic failure of the bearings or compressor wheel sending metal hurtling into your
engine. However, Sinister Diesel makes it easy for you to find an upgraded single or twin turbo
kit for your Ford Powerstroke engine that is matched to your needs without running the risk of
major problems down the road. Sinister Diesel stocks adjustable boost controllers, upgraded
wastegates, turbocharger rebuild parts, and intake charge piping. We even stock upgraded
single turbo systems as well as extreme compound twin turbo kits for performance that has the
best of both worlds so that you can make the most power on or off the track! Plus we offer our
very own Sinister Diesel turbo diesel components designed and manufactured right here in the
United States. If you have any questions about the products in our catalog you can easily reach
our knowledgeable diesel experts by phone, email, or by using convenient live chat at the
bottom of every page. Single "Universal" Turbos for Powerstroke. View 12 24 48 60 96 Items 1- 1
of 1. Sinister Diesel V. Club Membership. Condition: New. Free Ground Shipping. Qty :. No
attributes to narrow your search. Reset Filter. Password Forgot Password? Everyone likes
adding power on a budget, right? Due to the ease at which horsepower and torque can be
added, diesel heads are some of the most spoiled enthusiasts on the planet. And because tens
of thousands of the near-2 million produced are still on the road, we decided to start with the
patriarch of Power Strokes: the venerable 7. Keep in mind that the power recipes outlined here
are designed to provide you the best bang for the buck without sacrificing longevity. After all,
plenty of engines can make big powerâ€”once. These combinations are designed to allow you
to enjoy the added power indefinitely. Stay tuned! This chip has been a mainstay in 7.
Advertised as capable of adding hp, most Super Dutys will see a to hp gain at the wheels, while
F-series trucks will see gains of 80 to 90hp. Six different tunes are available via turn knob and
can be switched on-the-fly. Analog gauges along the A-pillar are definitely old-school and can
be a pain to install when you factor in all the wire-stringing, but it is a cheaper way to keep an

eye on key vitals than going the high-tech digital monitor route. Speaking of boost, this product
will let you build more than 24 psi without the engine defueling. Strictly Diesel and DieselSite
offer different versions that accomplish the same thingâ€”they trick the MAP sensor into
believing only psi is making it into the engine. Beyond the big performance gains realized by
installing an off-the-shelf chip, larger injectors are the next step in noticeably improving power
on a 7. However, once you bump up on injector size, custom tuning is required in order to get
the most out of them. The price shown above can be had through Full Force Diesel , and
features Gearhead Automotive Performance tuningâ€”some of the best custom tuning on the
market. These injectors, built by Full Force Diesel, flow a maximum of cc of fuel vs. To keep that
stock E4OD or 4R automatic transmission alive with the added horsepower and especially
torque , a valve body that provides quicker shifts, less clutch slippage and reduces heat should
be on the to-do list. Owners of ZF-5 and ZF-6 manual transmission trucks need not apply, but at
this point you will definitely need a clutch upgrade. With the USB extension cable, you never
have to remove the chip and send it in to your tuner to be reprogrammed ever again. Get a
Hydra. The Stage 1. This one is not an absolute necessity, but it will add power and offer a fresh
start over your aging factory high-pressure oil pump. The Adrenaline from DieselSite offers a
considerable increase in high-pressure oil volume without sacrificing durability and has long
been the standard go-to HPOP in supporting stock to plus hp trucks. At this point, we would
throw an aftermarket cold air intake on the truck. Just like the Hydra Chip, this mod will change
your life. Like the Stage 1s and 1. This allows a higher volume of fuel to be injected in a quicker
time window, which makes it even less stressful on the engine to make more power. At this
point, a reliable transmission from a reputable builder should be added. Can you beat the prices
you see above? Sign up for more restomod content to add horsepower to your inbox. Budget
Diesel Mods: 7. Things to Keep in Mind These trucks are old. Early 7. If you plan to tow a lot or
pursue more horsepower than a chip provides, an intercooler is highly recommended to help
control EGT and reduce intake temps. Considerable money can be saved or spent elsewhere
once the clutch has been upgraded in trucks with manual transmissions. Most of the items
listed in these budgets are stuff that you and a buddy or novice mechanic could install in a
weekend. The labor to have these parts installed has purposely been excluded. Stage 1. Like the
article? Subscribe to our newsletter to get more sent to your inbox! Recommended For You.
The Power Stroke Blues: 6. Subscription Confirmed! Continue on to the site and look for links to
the latest articles, as soon as they are released. Sign me up for a quarterly digital magazine
subscription. View or Download our free Digital Magazines Today! Go to newsstand. From to
Ford used a diesel engine sourced from Navistar International which employed a unique method
to get the fuel into the combustion chamber, and they did it without using a traditional injection
pump: instead, they used oil. Based on the surface areas of the oil and fuel side of the plunger,
there is a multiplication effect of , which means 3,psi of oil will create 21,psi of fuel entering the
engine. The 7. While that may not get you down the racetrack in a hurry, the 7. But the question
is: where do I start? Because the HEUI injection system is controlled by a computer, there is
some extra power which can be unlocked with just a few simple mods. The stock exhaust is
especially restrictive on an OBS 7. Because clearance between the cab and engine is so tight on
the trucks, the stock downpipe is crimped in several places and is almost flat which creates a
huge bottleneck and causes higher EGT. A larger exhaust system is well worth the investment
and makes a great first modification, since the payoff is reduced EGT and increased power. A
cold air intake is a universal upgrade in the automotive world and works well to add power as
long as the air filter is isolated from engine bay heat inside an airbox. The chip easily installs in
the ECM with basic hand tools, and can provide an additional hp on a stock engine setup, but
when larger injectors and bigger turbos are thrown into the mix, all it takes is a new calibration
to be flashed onto your chip to get you back in business. Like all modern diesel trucks, the and
newer Powerstrokes in the Superduty platform were equipped with an intercooler, but the OBS
7. The air coming from the compressor gets very warm, especially if you are running a tuned
truck and that will hinder horsepower. Normally, this would be a complicated job with custom
fabrication required, but Banks makes it a simple bolt on affair with their Technicooler System
for the Ford F-series. Once the basics are done with the 7. The stock turbocharger on a 7. Your
final power goals will dictate the size of the turbo, and when selecting a style of turbo, there are
two options: drop-in replacement or S With the proper fueling in place, this turbo will support
hp yet still give cool EGTs and quick throttle response. If you want to go nuts with power and
shoot for or more, an S style of turbocharger 71mm or larger has always been the go-to, and in
order to install one on a 7. Irate Diesel makes a great bolt-on solution for those wanting to make
the switch with their 7. This will allow you to run either an S or turbo, and it will come with
everything needed to mount the turbo of your choice. For great street manners, an S works
great, or for high RPM sled pull action, an S or larger can be used. Just be sure to size your

turbo accordingly and match the airflow potential with the fuel capacity of your injectors. The
first number is a volume rating in CC which indicates how much fuel volume the plunger cavity
will displace over 1, shots, and the second number represents how much larger in percent the
nozzle is over stock. These bad boys will flow enough fuel for rwhp but are also a hybrid design
which means they use a larger 7. This will build up inside the injectors and can cause poor
performance and even premature injector failure, since the residue can cause the moving parts
to stick. To prevent all this from happening, its necessary to alter the one-way design and make
a path to allow the fuel to constantly circulate through the cylinder head and return to the tank,
keeping the fuel cooler, preventing buildup from occurring, and eliminating air pockets. This is
where a Regulated Return fuel system comes into play. This kit from Driven Diesel will eliminate
the stock fuel filter bowl on top of the engine, and comes with an adjustable regulator and all
the hoses and fittings needed to make the conversion, and is a great investment which will
protect your stock or aftermarket high-flow injectors. Both of those issues can be solved with a
Fuel Air Separation System. This splits the oil demand between two pumps, which increases
performance potential and reliability all at the same time, and it enables you to run the largest
injectors with no loss of injection control pressure. There are plenty of parts available and lots
of knowledgeable folks out there, and the engines are very reliable, not to mention incredibly
strong. As long as you put emphasis on cooler EGT and greater air density entering the engine,
you will have a long lasting and efficient powerplant that will propel your Ford for many years to
come. Plus, it will put a giant smile on your face every time you smash the go pedal. Your email
address will not be published. Search Cart 0. October 1, March 26, Upgrading the model year 7.
Fortunately, Banks has made it easy with a complete kit. A regulated return system will ensure
your engine always has sufficient fuel. While some of the components may be easy enough to
source on your own, having the peace of mind that all of the fittings, hoses, etc. Tags
73powerstrokeperformance. Rather than install a high-dollar competition-minded turbo, we
wanted something fitting for a real-world work truck built on a real-world budget. The complete
upgrade took about seven and a half hours, including slow-downs for our photography and
lunch. Vozar started by removing the air filter, turbo inlet tubing, intercooler boost tubes and
intake manifold to access the turbo and pedestal. With the exhaust inlet and outlet
disconnected, Vozar removed the turbocharger and its pedestal, since a pedestal designed to
work without the EPV would replace the latter. With the turbo on the workbench, Vozar removed
the compressor housing and replaced the factory cast wheel with a machined billet Wicked
Wheel2 from Dieselsite, which forms the heart of this upgrade. The fully balanced Wicked
Wheel2 is lighter than the factory cast wheel, which allows for faster spooling. This design
allows it to grab and compress more air on each revolution. With the compressor side of the
turbo buttoned up, Vozar flipped it over to remove the outlet flange and delete the EBV flapper.
Because the shaft and flapper are positioned in the middle of the exhaust flow, they impede that
flow slightly even when open. In a worst-case scenario, the valve can stick in a partially or fully
closed position, resulting in excess backpressure and poor engine performance. To remove the
assembly, Vozar ground away the rivets holding the flapper and then slid the shaft out of the
outlet flange. He then used a welder to seal the hole from the shaft before cleaning the
mounting surfaces and reinstalling the outlet on the turbo. Before the upgraded turbo could be
reinstalled, Vozar had to address the leaking up-pipes and collector. With the bolts gone, the
up-pipes came out of the truck with almost no effort, even though both were still bolted to their
respective collectors. Inspection showed that the donut gaskets had completely failed, allowing
serious exhaust leaks. The new up-pipe kit uses bellows to allow for expansion and contraction
without stressing the gaskets, as occurs with the factory design. This is one of many examples
of aftermarket parts having a superior design compared to what came from the factory, and the
new setup should last Uriah much longer than the original did. Soot stains on the up-pipes see
arrows are evidence of severe exhaust leaks. Both provide a mounting point as well as oil feed
and drain for the turbo; the non-EBV pedestal eliminates the EBV actuator and control circuit. In
order to ease installation, Vozar mounted the passenger side up-pipe to the collector on the
workbench, and then lowered it into position from the top side of the engine. He left the
manifold hardware finger-tight until the turbo could be installed and the exhaust inlet and outlet
attached in order to allow for any necessary movement. Before reinstalling the turbo, Vozar
bolted in a replacement turbo pedestal without an EBV actuator. New O-rings are important, as
re-using the old ones could result in oil leaks. The original intake manifold boots showed signs
of leakage, so Vozar cut and installed new silicon tubing to replace them before reinstalling the
intake manifold, intercooler boost tubes, and air cleaner. One last trip under the truck to tighten
the up-pipe-to-manifold mounting bolts, and the upgrade was complete. The truck put an
average of just over horsepower and almost lb-ft of torque to the rollers, with peaks of When
Bean switched to a lower tune, the torque dropped slightly but peak horsepower actually rose.

Dieselsite recommends holding the turbine shaft and using a wrench to remove the
compressor. The turbo shaft has right-hand threads so it does not need to be torqued down
onto the shaft. As long as it is properly installed, it will tighten itself in use. If the EBV sticks
closed it can completely block exhaust flow out of the turbine. Once the flapper is removed, he
slides the shaft out of the outlet flange. When he grabbed the collector, the up-pipes came right
off even with the mounting flanges still bolted in place. The exhaust inlet and outlet were
installed with the factory band clamps. The truck is now making nearly double the power with
improved drivability, better towing capability, and increased fuel economyâ€”and this with
nearly , miles on the odometer. Our mission for this project has most definitely been
accomplished. If you plan to tackle this upgrade yourself, be sure to practice safe shop
techniques to prevent damage to the truck and injury to yourself. Dieselsite Parts Rack Diesel
Engines. Live Feed. Project 7. We use cookies to optimise our website and give you the best
experience on our website. Rather than install a high-dollar competition-minded turbo, we
wanted something fitting for a real-world work truck built on a real-world budget. The complete
upgrade took about seven and a half hours, including slow-downs for our photography and
lunch. Vozar started by removing the air filter, turbo inlet tubing, intercooler boost tubes and
intake manifold to access the turbo and pedestal. With the exhaust inlet and outlet
disconnected, Vozar removed the turbocharger and its pedestal, since a pedestal designed to
work without the EPV would replace the latter. With the turbo on the workbench, Vozar removed
the compressor housing and replaced the factory cast wheel with a machined billet Wicked
Wheel2 from Dieselsite , which forms the heart of this upgrade. The fully balanced Wicked
Wheel2 is lighter than the factory cast wheel, which allows for faster spooling. This design
allows it to grab and compress more air on each revolution. With the compressor side of the
turbo buttoned up, Vozar flipped it over to remove the outlet flange and delete the EBV flapper.
Because the shaft and flapper are positioned in the middle of the exhaust flow, they impede that
flow slightly even when open. In a worst-case scenario, the valve can stick in a partially or fully
closed position, resulting in excess backpressure and poor engine performance. To remove the
assembly, Vozar ground away the rivets holding the flapper and then slid the shaft out of the
outlet flange. He then used a welder to seal the hole from the shaft before cleaning the
mounting surfaces and reinstalling the outlet on the turbo. Vozar removes the air filter, turbo
inlet and intercooler boost tubes to get to the turbocharger. The intake manifold must also be
removed before the turbo can be taken out of the truck. Before the upgraded turbo could be
reinstalled, Vozar had to address the leaking up-pipes and collector. With the bolts gone, the
up-pipes came out of the truck with almost no effort, even though both were still bolted to their
respective collectors. Inspection showed that the donut gaskets had completely failed, allowing
serious exhaust leaks. The new up-pipe kit uses bellows to allow for expansion and contraction
without stressing the gaskets, as occurs with the factory design. This is one of many examples
of aftermarket parts having a superior design compared to what came from the factory, and the
new setup should last Uriah much longer than the original did. With the turbo out of the way you
can see the up-pipes and collector. Soot stains on the up-pipes see arrows are evidence of
severe exhaust leaks. The non-EBV pedestal on the left serves the same function as the factory
one at right. Both provide a mounting point as well as oil feed and drain for the turbo; the
non-EBV pedestal eliminates the EBV actuator and control circuit. Vozar inspects the turbo for
play in the shaft that would indicate problems. In order to ease installation, Vozar mounted the
passenger side up-pipe to the collector on the workbench, and then lowered it into position
from the top side of the engine. He left the manifold hardware finger-tight until the turbo could
be installed and the exhaust inlet and outlet attached in order to allow for any necessary
movement. Before reinstalling the turbo, Vozar bolted in a replacement turbo pedestal without
an EBV actuator. New O-rings are important, as re-using the old ones could result in oil leaks.
The original intake manifold boots showed signs of leakage, so Vozar cut and installed new
silicon tubing to replace them before reinstalling the intake manifold, intercooler boost tubes,
and air cleaner. One last trip under the truck to tighten the up-pipe-to-manifold mounting bolts,
and the upgrade was complete. Satisfied that the turbo is healthy, Vozar opens the compressor
housing to access the factory wheel. Dieselsite recommends holding the turbine shaft and
using a wrench to remove the compressor. The Wicked Wheel2 on the left uses a more
aggressive design to increase efficiency over the factory compressor right. Vozar uses the
impact to install the new wheel. The turbo shaft has right-hand threads so it does not need to be
torqued down onto the shaft. As long as it is properly installed, it will tighten itself in use.
Turning the turbo over, Vozar removes the EBV turbine outlet flange to modify it for better
exhaust flow. Even with the valve fully opened, the flap and shaft partially obstruct exhaust
flow. If the EBV sticks closed it can completely block exhaust flow out of the turbine. Vozar uses
a die grinder to remove the rivets securing the flapper to the shaft. Once the flapper is removed,

he slides the shaft out of the outlet flange. If you plan to tackle this upgrade yourself, be sure to
practice safe shop techniques to prevent damage to the truck and injury to yourself. The truck
put an average of just over horsepower and almost lb-ft of torque to the rollers, with peaks of
When Bean switched to a lower tune, the torque dropped slightly but peak horsepower actually
rose. The truck is now making nearly double the power with improved drivability, better towing
capability, and increased fuel economyâ€”and this with nearly , miles on the odometer. Our
mission for this project has most definitely been accomplished. After grinding away the surface
rust, Vozar welds the shaft hole closed to prevent exhaust leaks. Once the outlet flange is
reinstalled on the turbo, the assembly is ready to be reinstalled in the truck. Before reinstalling
the turbo, Vozar wanted to replace the leaky up-pipes and colle
2002 f150 54 cylinder layout
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ctor. When he grabbed the collector, the up-pipes came right off even with the mounting
flanges still bolted in place. The new up-pipes use a bellows to allow the pipes to flex rather
than leak like the factory pipes. After replacing the factory O-rings with the new ones supplied
with the non-EBV pedestal, Vozar mounts the pedestal to the engine. The modified turbo is
carefully lowered into position and secured with the factory mounting hardware. The exhaust
inlet and outlet were installed with the factory band clamps. Vozar used new silicone hoses to
replace the leaking factory intake boots. Vozar buttons up the engine by reinstalling the
intercooler boost tubes, turbo inlet plumbing and Airaid air filter. Moving under the truck, he
tightens the manifold-to-up-pipe mounting bolts. Smooth graphs show an average of around
horsepower to the rear wheels. Parts Rack Diesel Engines. Live Feed. Project 7. We use cookies
to optimise our website and give you the best experience on our website.

